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Bairrada

From 1 to 2 June 2022
30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
NEARLY 1000 ENTRIES
FROM 25 COUNTRIES
A TOURING COMPETITION
65 INTERNATIONAL
JUDGES REPRESENTING 25
NATIONALITIES
PRE- AND POST-EVENT CHECKS
TO GUARANTEE THE RELIABILITY
OF THE RESULTS

PRESENTATION
PRESS PACK

WHAT IS THE CONCOURS MONDIAL DE BRUXELLES?
The Concours Mondial de Bruxelles is a benchmark for international
wine competitions. Its independence, stringent standards and
tasting process offer reassurance for consumers who can buy
medal-winning wines with absolute trust in the accolade. The
awarded wines are selected with integrity by professionals for their
quality, expression and balance.

1 competition, 4 sessions
The Concours Mondial de Bruxelles is now held in
four different sessions so that each type of wine can
be judged with even greater professionalism.
The wines are assessed by specialists who are
selected for their knowledge and their ability to
taste any type of wine based on its specific features.

serving consumer interests...

Finding the ‘right’ wine amongst the thousands of
commercially available products is no easy task.
Even though taste and personal experience are still
the best guides, the consumer in search of reliable
quality cues can also have complete confidence in
medals from the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles.
The competition has garnered its reputation by
rigorously selecting renowned judges of proven
expertise. The organisers provide tasting conditions
of the highest standard and have invested
unsparingly in post-event checks of awardwinning wines. Additional analyses are thus carried
out regularly on wines that display the precious
Concours Mondial de Bruxelles bottle sticker.

the panel

A panel of experts has a duty to award medals to the
finest competing entries. In this instance, the panel
is solely formed of industry members who live and
breathe wines, 365 days a year. They come from
a range of backgrounds and include international
buyers and shippers, engineers and winemakers,
journalists, writers and specialist critics, researchers
and representatives of trade institutions. In the
case of the Rosé Wine Session, the judges are also
selected for their skills in tasting this style of wine.
Also, the array of nationalities guarantees a level of
diversity that is rarely witnessed in the world of wine
competitions.
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2022 HOST
bairrada, vitality and history

The town of Anadia, in Portugal’s Bairrada region, is
hosting the sparkling wine session of the Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles. Judges will evaluate sparkling
wines from across the globe in the Bairrada Wine
Museum from 1 to 3 July 2022.
People often forget that Portugal is the European
Union’s fifth largest wine producing country.
Suffice it to say that the western side of the
Iberian Peninsula is home to a treasure trove
of absolute gems just waiting to be discovered.
Bairrada is a DOC set in the region of Beiras, in
central Portugal. It is renowned for its rich, deeply
coloured red wines made from the Baga, Castelão,
Alfrocheiro, Camarate and Rufete grape varieties.
Beiras is a fairly extensive region, stretching from
the Atlantic coast to the border with Spain. It was
one of the country’s first regions to adopt and
explore sparkling wines, a style that is still popular
in the region. The cool, damp climate promotes
production of this particular style, providing grapes
that have high acidities and low alcohol.
Bairrada is located in the western, coastal half of
Beiras and its climate is temperate. Its proximity to
the sea lends it a typically Atlantic climate, with mild,
wet winters and hot, albeit slightly windy, summers.
Over the summer, there is a 20°C difference in day
and night time temperatures in the region. The
sea breezes hit the Caramulo mountains where
they rapidly cool before dropping down over the
vineyards. The river Certima supplies water to the
region from North to South. All of these factors
combine to make this a cool-climate region, which
is fairly uncommon in Southern Europe.
In the Bairrada region, 65% of the grapes are red and
35% white.
Baga is the main red grape variety in Bairrada,
accounting for 40% of red grapes or 26% of all vine
plantings. The late-ripening variety is well-suited
to the region’s soils. Its small, thick-skinned berries
produce an intense, tannic wine, and Bairrada
winegrowers add Merlot, Cabernet and Touriga
Nacional to their vineyards in order to instil softness
and depth in their wines.
Bairrada’s white wines revolve around Fernao
Pires and Bical. Bical is a very popular white grape
in Bairrada. As Portugal’s largest sparkling wine
producer region, Bairrada produces around 7.5
million bottles, nearly 25% of them sparkling wines.
Also, 53.5% of all sparkling wines produced in
Portugal come from Bairrada.
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THE TASTINGS
the tasting sessions

The tasting sessions are held over three mornings.
Every care is taken to ensure the best possible
conditions: light, strictly controlled humidity levels
and air temperature (between 18 and 22°C),
observance of a monastic silence in the tasting
rooms, impeccable glasses and service, constant
monitoring of the refrigerators so that the wines are
served at the right temperature etc.
Before each tasting session, a palate preparation
exercise is conducted to harmonise and calibrate
marks given by judges.

the flights

Samples to be tasted are grouped in consistent
flights based on the characteristics stated by the
producer and analysis certificates, after checks
ensuring they have been entered in the right
category. Flights encompass:
 either varietals and product typicity: for example,
‘red varietal still wines: Merlot’; ‘white sparkling
wines from aromatic varietals’; ‘dry rosé wines
containing under 4g/l of residual sugar’ etc.
 or geographical origin: ‘red wines from Bordeaux’,
‘sparkling appellation wines: Asti Spumante’ etc.
Each panel is given a list of 4 to 6 flights which will
be tasted in the order set out by the organisers, with
a maximum of 50 samples per morning.

blind tastings

All flights of wine tasted by the international panel of
judges are obviously served blind. The competition’s
organisers ensure that the samples remain entirely
anonymous both as regards the label and the shape
of the bottle. The only statement revealed to the
judges is the vintage.
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the criteria

Competing products are tasted and marked using
the tasting sheet developed by CMB’s technical
management based on the model designed by OIV
and the International Oenologists’s Union. In 2018,
for the first time in its history, the tasting sheets
were digitized on tablets.
Selection criteria involve:
 sight: clarity, appearance and, where
appropriate, effervescence
 smell: intensity, honesty and quality
 taste: intensity, honesty, quality and persistency
Marks for each criterion determine the overall
weighted score for each sample. A wine defined
as ‘excellent’ for all of the criteria will be awarded a
maximum score of 100 points.
the panel chair

After each sample is judged, the tasting sheets
are validated by the panel chair who is tasked
with checking them and ensuring consistent
assessments by the panel. On a more general level,
the panel chair is expected to be attentive and
ensure the tastings run smoothly. The chair sets
the tempo for the tastings and is responsible for a
certain consistency in the way marks are awarded
within the panel. Under no circumstances will the
chair influence the tasters’ judgment but will be sure
to guide panel members in an unbiased, objective
manner. The chair also protects the secrecy of
a wine’s identity and will use his/her discretion
to order a second tasting of the sample should
it be deemed useful. At the end of a flight, all the
information is collected directly by members of staff
for a final check before the results are processed
and statistically analysed in conjunction with the
Catholic University of Louvain in Belgium.
judges

12%
Buyers and Importers

10%

Sommeliers
Oenologist, producer region
representatives

18%

Journalists

60%
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Judges that are hand-picked have a responsibility
to award medals to the best competing products.
The judges are bone fide members of the trade
who earn their living through wine and live for
wine 365 days a year. They include international
buyers and shippers, engineers and winemakers,
journalists, specialist wine writers and critics,
researchers and representatives from industry
organisations. The 48 nationalities represented
guarantee a level of diversity that is rarely seen
in the world of wine competitions. The wines are
judged by over 60 panels comprising between five
and six judges. Three of these panels are set aside
for dessert wines (Port, Sherry and Madeira for
example) with a further five panels dedicated to
rosé wines.

PRESS PACK
excellence and rigour

Compliance with current regulations is guaranteed
on two counts – the competition’s official
recognition by the European Union (cf. Official
Journal C96/1 dated 23.4.2003) and inspection by
specialist departments within the Belgian Federal
Public Service Economy (FPS Economy).
In practical terms, this involves checking a wine
competition like the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles
before, during and after the event.
before: approving competition rules, checking
entry forms and labelling. For each wine entered
(originating from a large number of countries), FPS
Economy passes its comments on to the organisers
who in turn inform producers in the event of their
wine winning a medal.
during: officials from the FPS Economy are on

hand during the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles to
check compliance with all European Community
rules regarding the organisation of competitions.

after: the FPS Economy checks that the total
number of medals awarded does not exceed
30% of entries thereby ensuring that the event is
a true competition. It also checks that the tasting
sheets have been properly filled in by the judges
and that the points have been correctly added up.
After checking that the competition has been run
smoothly, the FPS Economy takes responsibility
for passing on the results of the competition to the
relevant authorities in the other member states of
the European Union so that they can conduct their
own checks within their country.
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This procedure has allowed for checks to evolve
concurrently with the constant increase in entries
and broader range of provenance since the first
competition in 1994, whilst at the same time ensuring
they remain in-depth, rigorous and efficient.
Similarly, the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles is the
first international competition to introduce a postevent check on award-winning wines to ensure
the legitimacy of its results. After the competition,
a broad selection of award-winning samples is
analysed by an authorised laboratory and tasted
by a team of oenologists to compare them with the
wines available commercially.
Since 2004, result calculation has been supervised
by the Statistics Institute at the Catholic University
in Louvain. The authenticity of the ratings obtained
using the standardisation method devised by the
Concours Mondial was certified in an initial appraisal
in October 2004. Several methods of analysing the
performance of the judges have been developed
since then and will continue to be developed in the
future.
the medals

At the end of the tastings, each entry is awarded
a score out of one hundred by applying the
computation formula. Only wines that have achieved
the highest scores are eligible for the precious
medals:
 Grand Gold Medal
 Gold Medal
 Silver Medal
The ‘Revelation’ trophies are awarded to products
scoring highest in a specific category, such as Organic
Wine, Rosé Wine and Sparkling Wine.
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ORIGIN OF THE WINES

SOME TESTIMONIALS
“Obviously the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles is
about the judges, the logistics and international
aura, but in my opinion we should not lose sight
of this unique competition’s primary objective:
the consumer. The only purpose of such a huge
structure is to provide maximum guarantees in
awarding medals”.
Baudouin Havaux, Chairman
“The Concours Mondial de Bruxelles’ key
features are its independence, its rigour and its
quality control. With a team of professionals and
international judges selected for their tasting
abilities we can guarantee reliable results that
are recognised by the industry and popular
with consumers. Our quest for reliability
and promotion of the Concours Mondial de
Bruxelles endorsement are the primary missions
of our organisation”.
Thomas Costenoble, Director

”For a producer, a medal is an excellent
marketing tool. I have had suppliers who have
won medals and been able to open up new
markets after being proactively approached by
buyers, just because they were on the Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles website. That is an
excellent return on investment.”
Jonas De Maere, Wine Program Manager for
Ahold Delhaize, USA
“The change of location every year makes
the Concours Mondial one of the finest
competitions internationally because it gives
wine writers and judges an opportunity to
encounter and discover new sources for wines
and different wineries.”
Marco Oreggia, Journalist, Italy
“The process is really professional. A medal on
a bottle unquestionably proves that it is a good
quality wine”.
Jeffrey Jenssen, Journalist, United States

FOR MORE DETAILS AND ACCREDITATIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US
Valentine Phillips (Press Relations)
valentina.phillips@vinopres.com
Thomas Costenoble (Director)
thomas.costenoble@vinopres.com
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Concours Mondial de Bruxelles
Rue de Mérode 60, 1060 Brussels (Belgium) - 32 (0)2 533 27 67

Or visit the website at:
www.concoursmondial.com
You can also find Concours Mondial de Bruxelles at:
#CMB2021 @concoursmondial

